TO:

University of Delaware Faculty Senate

From: Kathleen S. Matt, PhD – Dean
DATE: October 25, 2018
Dear Senators,
This letter is written in strong support of permanent status for our interdisciplinary Ph.D. program in Medical
Sciences within the College of Health Sciences, and to confirm the College’s continued commitment to this
program.
This Ph.D. in Medical Sciences has undergone strong, and steady growth since its inception. The high level of
interest in the program evident at our student recruitment events and suggests that enrollment in the Ph.D.
program will continue to grow as the word gets out about its availability.
This program was designed for those wishing to leverage the opportunities of a multi-disciplinary
environment offered by cross collaboration of CHS, UD and its affiliates. The level of rigor is high and
graduates of the program have gone onto successful careers as independent scientists. Student productivity
is high as measured by graduate student publications, presentations and fellowship awards. As we have
growing numbers of graduates from this program, I am confident that tracking data will demonstrate their
continued success.
Sincerely,

Kathleen S. Matt, PhD
Dean, College of Health Sciences
Professor, Department of Kinesiology & Applied Physiology
ksmatt@udel.edu

College of Health Sciences
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL
& MOLECULAR SCIENCES

TO:

Vijay Parashar, PhD
Assistant Professor
305 Willard
305G Willard
Hall Hall Educa
Newark, DE
Email: parashar@udel.edu Phone: 3
Fax: 3
Phone: 302-831-4552

Email: mmsc-de

University of Delaware Faculty Senate

DATE: October 27, 2018

RE:

Permanent approval of the doctoral program in Medical Sciences

I am writing to recommend approval of the Faculty Senate of the proposed permanent doctoral graduate degree
in Medical Sciences and confirm my continued commitment to this program.

Participation in this program has availed highly-motivated students to my research group. I have started
mentoring Mr. Richard Knappenberger through this program in Fall 2018. Richard is a motivated student who is
working hard towards his scientific goals since he joined my laboratory. The program allows the required
amount of research time to him while preparing him as a scientist by offering a perfect balance of mandatory
and elective courses. While Richard is in his first year of candidacy, this program has already provided him
sufficient room to expand his research skills in laboratory while allowing him to take courses that relate to his
research project. I am sure that, with the support of this program, Richard will do very well in his PhD tenure in
my laboratory.

I am satisfied with the level of rigor of the program and academic quality of the students that are admitted to
this program. Being able to personally meet all the candidates before their acceptance into the program, I am
amazed by the quality of students this program is attracting. I fully support this program’s application for
permanent status and will continue to provide a mentorship commitment for its students. This further allows
research faculty like me in the college to continue to receive federal funding.

Yours sincerely,

Vijay Parashar, PhD

www.udel.edu/mms

Dr. Subhasis (Sam) Biswas Ph.D.
Cell (856) 264-1999

Professor, Molecular Biology
Tel (302) 831-3367

To:

University of Delaware Faculty Senate

From:

Dr. Sam Biswas, Professor, Department of Medical & Molecular Sciences

Date:

October 27, 2018

RE: Permanent approval of the doctoral program in Medical Sciences

I am writing to recommend approval of the Faculty Senate of the proposed permanent
doctoral graduate degree in Medical Sciences and confirm my continued support for this
program.
After joining University of Delaware in 2017, I was faced with daunting task of finding highquality graduate students to continue my research. The PhD program in Medical Science
recruited a number of excellent graduate students and I was able to attract one of these
students to my laboratory. This graduate student came to UDEL with a MS degree in
molecular biology from the Catholic University of America. She has one year of research
experience that allowed quick assimilation to our research. Thus far, she is doing well in her
course work as well as working in the laboratory.
I also had the opportunity to meet many of the more senior students of the program. These
students are hard-working and accomplished in completing various milestones towards PhD.
This group is racially diverse and helped create a very intellectually and socially stimulating
atmosphere for doctoral education.
I pledge to continue to provide mentorship commitment for the students in this program and
fully support this application for a permanent status.
Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Sam Biswas, Ph.D.
Professor
Department of Medical & Molecular Sciences
University of Delaware
Newark, DE 19716

University of Delaware
Newark, Delaware 19716-2500
Ph: 302/831-6977
Fax: 302/831-2281

DEPARTMENT OF
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
TO:

University of Delaware Faculty Senate

From: Kenneth L. van Golen, Ph.D.
DATE: 23 October 2018
RE:

Permanent approval of the doctoral program in Medical Sciences

To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to recommend approval of the Faculty Senate of the proposed permanent doctoral
graduate degree in Medical Sciences and confirm my continued commitment to this program.
At the beginning of 2016 I became the official mentor and faculty advisor of Sangjucta
Barkataki, a Ph.D. candidate in the Medical Sciences program. Prior to that I acted as a
member of her graduate committee. She had spent the previous summer in my laboratory
learning specific techniques. Her mentor at that time left the university and I was asked to take
over as her formal Ph.D. advisor. Prior to graduate school, Sangjucta had worked at Johns
Hopkins in a microarray core. She came to me with a Masters degree and a good deal of
laboratory experience. Her Ph.D. project involved the study of the mechanisms of Inflammatory
Breast Cancer (IBC) skin metastases. IBC is a relatively rare but highly aggressive and deadly
form of breast cancer. Approximately a quarter of women with IBC develop skin metastases,
which rapidly degrades their quality of life and leads to decreased overall survival. For her
work, Sangjucta received a travel award from the Delaware Breast Cancer Coalition to attend
the biennial IBC International meeting at the Dana Farber Institute. She also received both a
University Doctoral Fellowship Award and a $100,000 research grant from the Inflammatory
Breast Cancer Research Network. The founder and CEO of the network was so impressed with
her work that she attended Sangjucta’s doctoral defense in March of 2018.
Overall, I have been very pleased with the class work preparation of the students coming from
this program. The rigor of the qualifying exams and the insistence of quality of research by the
student’s dissertation committee comprised of faculty from the program has been outstanding.
I fully support this program’s application for permanent status and will continue to provide a
mentorship commitment for its students.
Best regards,

Kenneth L. van Golen, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences
Concentration Coordinator, Molecular Biology & Genetics
Senior Research Scientist, The Helen F. Graham Cancer Center
The Center for Translational Cancer Research

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
UNIVERSITY

Carpenter Sports Building
Newark, DE 19716-3750
Phone: 302-831-2265
Fax: 302-831-4261

College of Health Sciences
DEPARTMENT OF
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH & NUTRITION

To:

University of Delaware Faculty Senate

From: Marie Fanelli Kuczmarski, PhD, RDN, LDN
Professor of Nutrition
Department of Behavioral Health and Nutrition
October 22, 2018
RE:

Permanent approval of the doctoral program in Medical Sciences

I am writing to recommend approval of the Faculty Senate of the proposed permanent doctoral
graduate degree in Medical Sciences and confirm my continued commitment to this program.
Over the past year, I have served as an academic advisor and mentor of a student enrolled in this
program. This doctoral student obtained her Master’s degree from the University of Delaware in
Nutrition Sciences. She worked at the USDA Human Nutrition Research Center in Beltsville for 6
years prior to returning for her doctoral degree. Her post-baccalaureate academic training and research
experiences along with her first year doctoral-level courses have enable her to excel in defining a
dissertation topic. As a recipient of a National Institute on Aging, NIH research internship, she will
evaluate the nutritional status of a racially and socioeconomically diverse urban population. Currently,
she is assisting with the preparation of a manuscript which will be her first co-authored article. She has
taken her written preliminary exam and plans to complete the oral component this semester. The
Medical Science program is the perfect mechanism to allow her to enhance her research experiences
and obtain a doctoral degree.
I have been pleased with the program’s academic preparation, especially the required advanced
medical physiology courses, and the structure and requirements of the seminar courses. The research
and productivity requirements are rigorous. I expect that graduates of this program will be competitive
scholars and leaders.
I fully support this program’s application for permanent status and will continue to provide a
mentorship commitment for its students.
Marie Fanelli Kuczmarski

Carpenter Sports Building
Newark, DE 19716-3750
Phone: 302-831-2265
Fax: 302-831-4261

College of Health Sciences
DEPARTMENT OF
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH & NUTRITION

TO:

University of Delaware Faculty Senate

FROM: Sheau Ching Chai, PhD, RD
Department of Behavioral Health and Nutrition
DATE: October 22, 2018
RE:

Permanent approval of the doctoral program in Medical Sciences

I am writing to recommend approval of the Faculty Senate of the proposed permanent doctoral graduate
degree in Medical Sciences and confirm my continued commitment to this program.
I am currently mentoring a PhD student, Safiyah Mansoori. Safiyah (my first PhD student, female and from an
under-represented population) had already obtained her BS degree in Medical Diagnostics. She is interested in
nutrition research specifically aiming to elucidate the role of diet in human health. This interdisciplinary
Medical Science program is the perfect mechanism to allow her to continue her research in this area and
obtain a doctoral degree. She is a second year student and has obtained her candidacy. She is currently
working on her research proposal and will start collecting her dissertation data soon while working on two
manuscripts using the data from my funded research projects.
This is an excellent program. I have been pleased with their academic preparation, research rigor, and
productivity. This program also creates a collaborative opportunity that has allowed me to collaborate with
top scientists engaged in highly innovative research.
I fully support this program’s application for permanent status and will continue to provide a mentorship
commitment for its students.

Sincerely,

Sheau Ching Chai, PhD, RD
Assistant Professor
Department of Behavioral Health and Nutrition
University of Delaware

TO:

University of Delaware Faculty Senate

From: Melissa Melby, Department of Anthropology
DATE: 22 October 2018
RE:

Permanent approval of the doctoral program in Medical Sciences

I am writing to recommend approval of the Faculty Senate of the proposed permanent
doctoral graduate degree in Medical Sciences and confirm my continued commitment to this
program.
I am currently chairing to doctoral dissertation committees for the following students:
Debora Kamin Mukaz and Ngozi Dom-Chima. Both students are female from underrepresented populations at UD.
Ms. Kamin Mukaz’s dissertation is entitled “Acculturation and Diabetes among African
Migrants to the United States,” and uses qualitative and quantitative methods. She has
completed all of her fieldwork and is in the process of writing up her dissertation. Her work
as already resulted in several publications and presentations:





D Kamin Mukaz, MK Melby. (2018) What the Global Health Community Can Learn
from Africa. Delaware Journal of Public Health 4(4): 20-24.
DK Mukaz, MA Papas, MK Melby,Y Commodore-Mensah, K Setiloane. (2017)
“Diabetes among African Migrants to the United States: Analysis of the National Health
Survey 2010-2014.” United States Conference on African Immigrant Health. 5th Annual
Meeting. Washington, DC/Crystal City, VA. 6 Oct.
D Kamin Mukaz, M Melby. (2017) Acculturation and diabetes among Congolese
migrants to the United States. American Public Health Association 145th Annual
Meeting. Atlanta, GA. 6 Nov.

Ms. Kamin Mukaz has also been assisting me with analyses of a Japanese data set, using
Bayesian methodologies. We plan to publish several papers using these methods. Ms. Kamin
Mukaz has demonstrated a high degree of professionalism, initiative and preparation for
graduate studies.
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Ms. Dom-Chima, is my second student from the Medical Sciences program, planning to do
research on how financial coaching affects the social determinants of health in a population
in Delaware. Shortly after we met, I shared a draft of a grant proposal with her, and she
provided feedback on it. Over the summer, she began reading the literature, drafting her
research proposal, and contributing to shared google docs on research design and
methodology. She is also working on a systematic review with another graduate student, and
contacted librarians and participated in a training session on how to do a systematic review.
She has made considerable progress on framing her research questions, and conducting a
background literature review, all while studying for her qualifying exams. Having recently
attended her seminar presentation, I was extremely impressed by the level of engagement
and rigor of the questions, demonstrating the program’s rigor and the value of the cohort of
students as well as participating faculty.
I fully support this program’s application for permanent status and will continue to provide a
mentorship commitment for its students.

Sincerely yours,

Melissa K. Melby, PhD
Associate Professor
Department of Anthropology
Tel: 302-831-1857
mmelby@udel.edu
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TO:

University of Delaware Faculty Senate

FROM: Eric B. Kmiec, Director, Gene Editing institute
Christiana Care Health System
DATE: October 22, 2018
RE:

Permanent approval of the doctoral program in medical sciences.

I am writing to indicate my strong support and recommended approval to the Faculty Senate for the
proposed permanent doctoral graduate degree in the Department of Medical Sciences. I can also
confirm my institute’s continued commitment to this program.
I have been a faculty member at the University of Delaware since 1999, first, as a tenured full professor
in the Department of Biology until 2010, and now as an affiliated faculty in the College of Health
Sciences. I founded and now direct the Gene Editing Institute at Christiana Care Health System and,
since my arrival I have sought the involvement in the Medical Sciences PhD program as a resource for
qualified graduate students. I now have 4 of them and they are all performing beautifully. All have first
author publications in high-quality journals and several of them have been recognized nationally and
internationally for their contributions to the field of gene editing. Several have gone on to win awards
at national meetings and one has a full scholarship from the B plus Foundation in Delaware. I will
continue to expect good things from them.
My first student, Natalia Rivera is from an underrepresented population and already obtained her
master’s degree at Delaware State University. The medical sciences program was a perfect mechanism
to allow her to continue her research with me and obtain a doctoral degree. She is currently in
candidacy and will be defending her dissertation in summer of 2019. She currently has 5 publications
and gives multiple presentations at national and international research meetings. It’s safe to say that
she will be a highly sought after as a postdoctoral candidate.
The three other graduate students are also progressing very well with two of them having already
passed their prelim examinations; the fourth is a first year student. As such I have seen this program in
action up close and I therefore can easily support this program’s application for permanent status. I will
continue to provide mentorship and financial commitments to its students.

Center for Translational Cancer Research, Helen F. Graham Cancer Center & Research Institute
4701 Ogletown-Stanton Road, Suite 4300, Newark, DE 19713

Thank you in advance for your courtesy and, if I can provide any further information, please do not
hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Eric B. Kmiec, Ph.D.
Director
Gene Editing Institute
304-840-3375
Eric@GeneEditingInstitute.com
Eric.B.Kmiec@Christianacare.org

